**Eric Villency**

In addition to his role as president and CEO of contemporary furniture brand Maurice Villency Inc., this entrepreneur also supports budding fashion designers through the Villency Emerging Fashion Fund. His own clothing label, Restoration of the Monarchy, is a line of T-shirts and jeans with unique details such as buttons inspired by the Maltese cross that adorned the crown of King Charles II of England.

**ON HIS LIST:**
- **Central Park Zoo.**
- “Tickets to take my son to the Central Park Zoo for the first time.”
- “Two scoops of gelato... in Capri!”
- A great piece of Midcentury Modern furniture to refinish
- A Nan Goldin photograph
- “A 70th birthday present for my father. It’s a surprise!”

**Top to Bottom**

These store managers prove that jewels and jeans make a dazzling combination.

- Necklace with handcrafted chain made of gold facework and diamond
- Diamond and platinum drop earrings
- Hoop earrings with platinum and diamond cluster

**Julianne & Mark**

J.J. Marco
1070 Madison Avenue,
212-744-3202

**Jason Fields**

Adriano Goldschmied
111 Greene Street,
212-680-0581

**ON HER LIST:**
- A new **Tommaso Maier** swimsuit. “I only wear one-piece suits, and he makes the most flattering and stylish available.”
- Sunglasses from **Fabien Baron**'s new collection
- Cherry tomatoes from the **Hardscrabble Farm Stand** in East Hampton. “I’m a cherry-tomato addict and have tasted them all—I promise, these are the very best.”
- Sailing lessons. “I grew up sailing with my father, and every summer I say I want to learn how—but this year I’m really going to do it!”
- Travel-size **Scrabble** and backgammon sets to play under an umbrella at the beach